DC Budgam reviews implementation of CMs instructions,
developmental projects, Capex budget.

BUDGAM, 23rd June: The District Development Commissioner Budgam Mr. Mir Altaf Ahmad
today chaired a review meeting regarding CMs instructions, Capex Budget (2016-17), district
development board decisions and other State and Centrally Sponsored schemes. Threadbare
deliberations were held on CMs directions passed in the recent review meeting and officers were
sensitized with regard to the same. The DDC reviewed the implementation of these directions. Issues
pertaining to reconciliation of figures of staff strength of Education department, publication of tangible
achievements of every department , up gradation and maintenance of district website, implementation
of PSGA in letter and spirit, Biometric & Adhar enabled attendance of employees, earmarking of village
/sites for eco tourism, skill development initiatives taken by various departments, micro hydraulic
projects, installation of LED bulbs in all offices, registration of street vendors, furnishing of details of
official bank accounts especially where unclaimed funds are lying , felling of Russian poplar trees and
convergence projects to be implemented with the help of Rural Development Department were
discussed at length and necessary instructions were passed on to concerned officers. During the
meeting it was given out that against the total approved outlay for the year 2016-17 under Capex
Budget (2016-17), an amount of Rs.12.47 crores has been made available to the district against which
40 percent expenditure has been made till date. The meeting was informed that the government has
already released 25% of the Capex Budget for the current financial year and the district officers were
stressed to go ahead with the execution of the ongoing schemes. The District Development
Commissioner stressed the Officers to accelerate the pace of work so that the targets fixed for the
current financial year are achieved in full and also implement the DDB decisions of District Budgam in
letter and spirit. Meanwhile, the DDC directed for monitoring of the developmental schemes, to make
the spot visits of the schemes and furnish comprehensive report of the same along with
photographs. The forum was also introduced to the office of District Litigation Officer and its role and
responsibilities. The officers were instructed to furnish the details and status of all pending cases along
with the details of standing counsel to the District Litigation Officer who would monitor such cases and
provide necessary assistance especially in cases where developmental works have been stuck due to
litigations. The meeting was attended by all officers of the district.

